




The actual status of e-learning vocabulary material based on “Minna no Nihongo the 




At the Japanese Studies Center for International Students at Kyoto University of Foreign Studies, Level 6 class use the 
“Kyoto University of Foreign Studies e-learning” method. Students need to learn new vocabulary until they become able to 
use this vocabulary correctly. However, after completion of the course, students stop studying vocabulary.  
Based on this, I have confirmed using statistics of students’ usage. These statistics show that students have used the 
system at least once per section. They however, did not use it repeatedly. There are three additional factors to consider: 1) 
considerations of repeated usage㸪2) the students' learning environment㸪3) the students’ learning while using this method, 
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⚟ཎᙲᾈ㸦ヂ㸧࣭ ႐ከᩄ༤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